Iceland
Itinerary

3 Days in the Land of Fire & Ice
Reykjavik

Golden Circle

Blue Lagoon
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Day 1

Explore Reykjavik

Where to Stay

SANDHOTEL
A sleek and stylish boutique hotel with the best staff,
a central location & a petite restaurant & wine bar
that is the perfect spot for tapas & people watching.

ION CITY HOTEL
A member of the exclusive Design Hotels, this city
centre hotel has sweeping mountain views & one of
the best restaurants in the city, Sumac.

101 HOTEL
A monochrome & modern interior lovers dream,
this downtown hotel is nothing to look at from the
outside, but inside is nothing but luxurious.

Things to Do
Hallgrímskirkja Church
National Museum
Old Harbour
Omnom Chocolate Factory
Harpa Concert Hall
Whale Watching
Hjómskálagarður Park
Shopping on Laugavegur
Tjörnin Lake

where to eat
Rok Restaurant - Icelandic & international tapas with views
Gastro Pub at Kex - industrial, edgy with a great happy hour
Dill - the only Michelin starred restaurant in Iceland
Snaps Bistro - French classics with an Icelandic twist
Laundromat Café - do your laundry with wine & a burger!
Fiskfélagið - an excellent Icelandic seafood restaurant
Grillmarkaðurinn- an adventurous grill restaurant
Gló - a casual setting serving healthy & fresh local food
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Days 2-3

Golden Circle & Blue Lagoon

Stop 1: Thingvellir National Park
The location of the world's first democratic parliament & the meeting
point of the North American & Eurasian tectonic plates, this national
park also has lots of that beautiful scenery that Iceland is famous for.

Walk along the Almannagjá Fault to take in some of the best views
See the Alþingi site & Law Rock where Iceland's first parliament met
There is a visitor centre on site where you can learn more about the
history and natural characteristics through an interactive display

Stop 2: Gulfoss Falls
Gullfoss is Iceland’s most famous waterfall, dropping 32 metres over 2
drops. From the lower car park you are level with the base of the
second drop, a spectacular view with the spray making it all misty and
magical.

Wrap up warm here, it was the coldest and windiest part of our
trip, particularly at the top
The steps that takes you to the very top of the falls are VERY slippy,
be careful!

Stop 3: Strokkur Geyser
Geysir is the geyser after which all other geysers are named (say that
fast!), but is currently not very active, so luckily, the more reliable
Strokkur geyser very close by erupts every eight minutes or so.

Geysir, when it does erupt, has shot water up to 80 metres in the
air, but Strokkur is no less impressive with it's 25 metre range
The Geysir Centre opposite is a good place as any to stop for lunch,
it' s like a very busy canteen but reasonably priced.

Day 3: Blue Lagoon
A man made geothermal pool lagoon, that is heated by the residual
water from the nearby power station.

You must book your hourly timed entrance tickets to the Blue
Lagoon in advance, ideally as soon as you've booked your flight
To make your day here extra special, treat yourself to lunch at Lava
Restaurant, the food is top notch
Book return transfers with your entrance ticket for the cheapest &
easiest way to get here from Reykavik
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Planning your trip to Iceland

Flights

Hotels

Check airline routes & prices with
Skyscanner to find the most affordable &
convenient flights to Iceland
Iceland is a great layover destination
between Europe and the U.S. with two
separate flights often available cheaper than
one long haul one

For the best luxury boutique hotels around
the world, a best price guarantee & a little
extra treat, book with Mr & Mrs Smith
Alternatively, check availability at
Booking.com, Agoda or Hotels.com

Visa & Passport

Getting Around

Iceland is part of the Schengen Agreement
meaning U.S. citizens may enter Iceland for
up to 90 days without a visa
U.K. & EU citizens do not need a visa
You need to have minimum 6 months
validity on your passport on your planned
exit date from Iceland

By car. Public transport is not widely
available in Iceland so I recommend hiring a
driver or renting a car
Book a Flybus for coach transfers to & from
the airport
For a range of fantastic private tours, use
Discover Iceland. Alternatively, for group
tour options, try Get Your Guide

Additional Activities
Northern Lights: get out of Reykjavik for
the best chance to see them
Southern Iceland: see lava fields,
Sólheimajökull glacier, black sand beaches &
Skógafoss & Seljalandsfoss waterfalls
Secret Lagoon: a natural spring that is
cheaper, quieter & less commercialised than
the Blue Lagoon.

Read More
A Complete Itinerary for 3 Days in Iceland
A Private Tour of Iceland's Golden Circle
Blue Lagoon Tips: Everything you Need to
Know
Iceland: How to Plan a Luxury Trip for Less
Luxury Hotel Review: Sandhotel in Reykjavik
A Girls Trip to Iceland for My Hen Party

Top Tips
Iceland is extremely popular with international visitors & consequently I recommend travelling in
off season or shoulder season or you will find that Reykjavik & the top tourist spots are absolutely
heaving and tours to be much more expensive.
To cut the high cost of alcohol in Iceland, download the app "Appy Hour" to give you a live list of
all happy hours in Reykjavik.
The weather is unpredictable all year round, so pack for every season
Book everything in advance from tours to transfers & even restaurant reservations to ensure you
not only get to do what you want, when you want, but to ensure you are in control of your costs
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